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“No bucks, no Buck Rogers”
-The Right StuffI. Introduction
We are currently witnessing the confluence of several powerful economic
and policy forces in the global space sector. Due to governmental financial
constraints, NASA budgets are contracting and commercialization of space
markets is increasing rapidly. The lack of a clear civil space vision, matched
with an unpredictable long term science and engineering prioritization
mechanism, is perpetuating a cycle of budgetary, financial, and mission
uncertainties. However, uncertainty in government creates private
opportunity. Public-private partnerships, among other models, have been
demonstrated as viable methods to meet government satellite
communications requirements. Can these models also provide a new private
financing model for government needs in space science missions?
The "business as usual" approach to conducting space based science
is not working.

ensuring that humanity becomes a multiplanetary species -- than the subject
of space finance is both exalted, and directly tied to the evolution of the
human species.
In this paper we present innovative models and approaches for the private

These projects are unfortunately characterized by cost plus contracts,

financing of space science missions that have succeeded in other

schedule slips, and broken budgets. The symbolic punching bag for critics

government space sectors.

are NASA’s Mars Science Lab (MSL) which was $400 million over budget1
and James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) mission over $3 billion over
budget and both behind schedule.2 A multitude of factors contribute to these
issues, from changing congressional input, NASA’s inability to set long term
budgets for itself, and a contracting mechanism that makes it difficult to
incentivize and enforce strict adherence to project milestones.
If you accept that the next frontier of human evolution involves not only
protecting humanity from possible extinction from an large asteroid, but also

Government, space agencies and private businesses around the world are
now scrambling to adapt to the “new normal.” All parties must adapt or face
the threat of irrelevance. The authors believe that new financing models can
enable agencies and stakeholders to meet their project goals in these
difficult economic times.
We specifically address whether these finance models can be applied to
space science missions lacking a clear commercial return.
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Space science is not the priority of national governments and as such

apparent that the breadth and depth of current space sciences can no longer

receives limited funding. However, the private sector has large

be supported in the current government funding environment. Yet, where is

amounts of available capital that could be applied to space projects if

it said that only government capital must be used to fund government

governments would minimize or eliminate “market risk.”

missions? The authors believe that this is not a binary choice. What is the

In this paper we argue for new thinking and innovative frameworks that can

goal, space science results or the spending of government capital?

be utilized for financing future space missions.
II. A Private Finance Model

Space science missions by their very nature are designed and executed to

It has been said that space missions run on money and coffee. The majority
of funding for communication systems comes from the private capital
markets, following the proliferation of commercial satellite entities in the
1980s and the worldwide distribution of the enabling technology.
Government, also known as “civil” and defense mission funding continues to
come from government capital: taxation. However, it is rapidly becoming

acquire new information and often have a large amount of uncertainty in expected return.3 One thing must be acknowledged up front: one of the policy
objectives of using government capital to fund space missions has been job
creation and further the maintenance of a highly skilled work force in the
space industry.
3

As is stated in the National Space Policy of the United States of America,
one of the principles the United States will adhere to is ‘to encouraging and
facilitating the growth of a U.S. commercial space sector that supports U.S.
needs, is globally competitive, and advances U.S. leadership in the generation of new markets and innovation-driven entrepreneurship.4 However, the
reduction of government capital available to fund space missions is leading
to a rapid and alarming reduction in the space workforce. This is especially
alarming given the highly specialized nature of this work force and the significant investment of time and money required by a young person wishing to
become a useful member in this field. Can the replacement of government
capital with private capital revitalize and strengthen the industry and protect
this workforce?
A technology breakthrough in rocket technology was recorded in the 1940s
with thousands of V-2s used in the Second World War. Since the first space
mission of Sputnik in 1957, much has changed in the world of commercial
space, spin-off and spin-in space based technologies and indeed financing
of space initiatives. Access to space and space exploration continues to
grow and change throughout the decades. Consider the shift since the
‘Space Race’ and the era when President John F. Kennedy announced that

One model that could be used for financing space science missions would

America would send a man to the moon and return him safely to the earth. In

be for a prime contractor to bid a fixed cost mission to a governmental cus-

the 1960’s NASA was spending up to and above 4% of US budget, com-

tomer. The governmental customer could provide a guaranteed contract for

pared to less than 1% in 2012 and further decreasing

today5

.

a multiyear purchase of data, from the contractor. The prime contractor with

Space markets have experienced significant growth over the past two decades as outlined in The Space Report, 20126. The breakdown of global
space activity in 2011; notably, commercial space products and services account for 38% of that spending. The total global space economy in 2011 was

Figure 1: Breakdown of Global Space Activity (source:

almost $290 billion, an increase of 41 percent from 2006. It is necessary now

www.sciencefoundation.org)

to evaluate and explore different possibilities for funding new space initiatives, enabling a continuing growth in commercial space activity

the data contract in hand can then shop the private financial markets for financing.
4

There are two immediate advantages, the elimination of cost plus contract-

lite communications contract is an excellent example. Paradigm, a company

ing, and placing the focus predominately on the acquisition of valuable data

owned by the European giant EADS supplies military satellite communica-

and less focus on hardware and technology. This approach is likely to be con-

tions primarily to the UK armed forces. Paradigm is the prime contractor for

troversial among the traditional government contractor community but must

the Skynet 5 contract with the UK MoD with services including radio signal

be considered as the current path does not appear to be sustainable. The

types and bandwidths for the UK armed forces as well as a range of other

future will likely accommodate both fixed price contracting, as well as private

governments and agencies. As a separate corporate entity, Paradigm owns

financing models.

and operates the Skynet 5 satellite system and is therefore responsible for

Recently, FlightGlobal highlighted that while Private Finance Initiative (PFI)
funding schemes ‘may have been found to be poor financial value in hospital
and school construction projects, the role of private funding in space has a
better record’ in the UK 7. The Paradigm PFI funding of the UK Skynet satel-

delivering the service, managing the network, controlling the satellites and
implementing the upgrades throughout its life8 . The service contract between Paradigm and the MoD contains service level agreements; the price
varies with the service performance achieved and underpinning the contract
are government guarantees for overall usage9 (Iron and Davidian, 2008).
Any extra communications capacity revenues are shared under a profit sharing agreement. The risk is transferred to the operator in return for guaranteed revenues from the government side. This model has succeeded for the
Skynet constellation. Jose Del Rosario, Senior Analyst for Northern Sky Research (NSR) stated: “The budget crunch is becoming more pronounced and
has taken centre stage in procurement decisions. As such, creative solutions
including hosted payloads and public-private partnerships (PPP) like the
Paradigm-U.K MoD model may be some of the ways to move forward to address fiscal constraints. Recent developments likewise signal increased
non-U.S. participation in overall spending where cash-strapped allies are
finding solutions within the commercial satellite industry that fit their own
budget limitations.”10
In November of 2012 the British Ministry of Defense announced that it would
take ownership of the Skynet system in 2022 at the end of the long-term
bandwidth supply contract with Astrium Services. This transfer is planned to
occur without payment and appears to be a strategic move by the government to enhance its negotiating leverage during the next communications
acquisition process.11
5

The Skynet/Paradigm model could be modified as follows: Consider the ex-

tures, naming rights, or other monetization strategies such as selling project

ample in which a federal government is willing to spend $100,000,000 to ac-

derived technology developments.

complish a certain data gathering mission. Typically this budget would, after
selection of the implementing organization, be distributed on an annual basis
in varying amounts, which may or may not actually add up to the original
$100,000,000.

The Skynet example shows that this financial flexibility can work and is worth
exploring on larger scales. It appears reasonable to assume that capital is
available at a price that will buy a stream of payments from the government
for a return of their capital and a healthy return on it. This will drive the state

Alternatively, imagine that the federal government willing to enter into a con-

of the industry to greater reliability, modularity and new financing structures

tract for $13,000,000/year for 10 years. This comes to $13,000,000 per year

probably comparable to early trade missions during colonial times, high risk

for ten years assuming a governmental cost of funds or discount rate of 5%.

real estate or media production financing models. It will really help when the

This endeavor assuming that the federal government is willing to grant signifi-

industry matures and there are institutional sources of syndicated/pooled eq-

cant technical, programmatic, scheduling and management flexibility to the

uity money to spread risk across multiple investors and debt that will help lev-

executing organization. The current CCDEV program shows how reluctant

erage returns for investors. When the capital markets understand the mar-

NASA can be to giving this “Technical creativity” to the private sector. This

ket, technology and the risks and the total project can be syndicated or

also requires a certain profit built into the deal to compensate the private sec-

spread in some form, the costs of capital will drop making project financing

tor player for putting its capital at risk in the endeavor.

easier.

Let's assume the private sector is willing to place its capital at risk on this pro-

The Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFs) project office was

ject for 15% (a typical return on a low risk subsidized rent affordable housing

initiated at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in 1990 and seven years

project). That results in a project budget of about $65,000,000 to accomplish

later the sensor was launched by Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC) under

the mission as compared to the traditional cost plus government contract.

a data buy contract to provide 5 years of science quality data for global

Or, alternatively the US Federal Government may be willing to underwrite

ocean-biogeochemistry research12. NASA was to have insight, but not over-

the private sector's return requirements resulting in an annual contract of

sight, into the spacecraft and sensor design, construction, and testing. Under

about $20,000,000/yr@10/yr or $200,000,000. This new "return" variable will

the contract, OSC was responsible for building, launching, and operating the

make projects more challenging.

spacecraft. The payment schedule was front-endloaded so that most of the

Naturally, the implementing organization will be trying to lower cost of capital,
lower project costs and push the Feds to pay for the required returns. The
implementing organization will further explore other entrepreneurial inputs
such as finding additional customers for the data to enhance the revenue
stream, partner with no cost partners (universities), leveraged financial struc-

fixed costs were paid at the completion of specific milestones during the prelaunch system development and post launch data acceptance phases.
After acceptance, fixed monthly payments were made subject to penalties if
the data quality was less than nominal. In McClain et al. (2004) it is highlighted that by having scientists with vested interests in the data as element
leaders; a commitment to data quality and data access, and a focus on re6

search and development in every aspect of the mission was ensured. In addi-

tecture enhances the adaptability and survivability of space systems, while

tion, in the post-launch phase, approximately 80-90% of the SeaWiFs Pro-

shortening development timelines and reducing the barrier-to-entry for partici-

ject Office (SPO) personnel were onsite contractors provided under support

pation in the national security space industry14. The general philosophy that

services contracts defined, completed and negotiated by the SPO manage-

underlies the technical approach and structure of the System F6 program is

ment – helping to ensure SPO received the best support available. Many of

to arrive at on-orbit functional demonstrations through a disaggregated se-

the aspects of this program were as a result of the lessons learned from the

ries of efforts.

proof-of-concept Costal Zone Colour Scanner (CZCS) which provided an understanding of what needed to be done differently in an operational setting.
With this in mind, it needs to be further investigated how the successful financial models used to fund non-space science missions can be used as an example of lessons learned, in transferring the successful models into funding
of new space-science missions in the world of ever contracting budgets. In
these times of global changes, the world is striving to face and adapt to inevitable, possibly profound, alteration. But the question in relation to private financing of space science missions is: How?
Smaller spacecraft could also mean smaller rockets and, therefore, lower
launch costs. Sending large satellites into orbit on the workhorse Atlas 5
rocket can cost anywhere from $102 million to $334 million per trip. Some
examples of small spacecraft are the suitcase-sized “Canadian Hubble telescope,” and any number of cubesat (loaf of bread-sized) science platforms
currently orbiting the Earth. So-called “Fractionated spacecraft” in which the
various subsystems are free-flying, without a containing structure, could further reduce costs and increase launch flexibility. Satellite designers at the
U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) are pushing
forward with a project to develop fractionated satellites - or small, networked
clusters or orbiting satellite modules. The System F6 program seeks to develop the enabling technologies for fractionated spacecraft, which consist of
small, individually launched, wirelessly networked, and cluster-flown space-

DARPA has also begun a program to demonstrate that small satellites produced and launched on demand can provide imagery on request directly to
individual soldiers, named the Space Enabled Effects for Military Engagements (SeeMe). Darpa’s goal is to show that a constellation of 24 satellites,
each weighing less than 100 lb., can be launched into low Earth orbit (LEO)
at a fraction of the cost of acquiring additional unmanned aircraft to provide
the same imagery.
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Raytheon has received the first contract of $1.5 million

for the nine-month first phase to design a small imaging satellite. Darpa says
other contracts will be awarded as well. With support from with support from
the National Science Foundation (NSF) and NASA's Educational Launch of
Nanosatellites (ELaNa) Initiative, researchers from SRI International and the
University of Michigan obtained the first-ever measurement of naturally occurring auroral turbulence recorded using a nanosatellite radar receiver.
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The National Science Foundation (NSF) is an independent federal agency
created by Congress in 1950 and is a major source of federal backing in
many fields such as mathematics, computer science and the social sciences. NASA’s Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa), managed by
the Launch Services Program (LSP) at NASA's Kennedy Space Center, is
an initiative created by NASA to attract and retain students in the science,
technology, engineering and mathematics disciplines. ELaNa missions were
the first educational cargo to be carried on expendable launch vehicles for
LSP.17

craft modules designed to replace large, monolithic satellites.13 Such archi7

As outlined in the USAF Posture Statement 2012, there is an ongoing need
to plan, design and implement space advancements as a result of the rapid
technology advancements and the long-lead time associated with new space
technologies. The acquisition strategy for the Efficient Space Procurement
(ESP) of complex space systems is designed to identify efficiencies, to provide enduring capability and help provide stability to the space industrial
base18. The current fiscal environment demands exploration of alternate
paths to provide resilient solutions. As discussed in the Posture Statement,
the USAF are incorporating tenents of the National Space Policy and National Security Space Strategy and are ‘actively developing architectures that
take into consideration the advantages of leveraging international partnerships and commercial space capabilities.
It is clear that budget constraints are driving a shift in contracting
mechanisms19. “While operationally responsive space didn’t originally
have “low cost” as an imperative, it is now a selling point. Is that the answer to the budget predicament? Hosted payloads are one option, in which

orbit will monitor air pollutants over North America beginning in 2017.23 An-

military sensor, communications or other technologies piggyback on commer-

other option is leveraging the services these private companies offer or carry-

cial satellites20. The US Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) has awarded

ing out joint programs with allies. Smaller satellites are also an option, he

$34 million to Orbital Sciences to develop ESPA Augmented Geostationary

said. “Can we distribute sensors and network them together so we have

Laboratory Equipment (Eagle), a system for boosting to and keeping small

smaller satellites that give you adequate capability when they are networked

payloads functioning at geostationary orbit21.

together?” he asked.

In 2011, the launch of CHIRP marked the first ever commercially hosted pay-

Not only is the emergence of commercial space creating new technologies, it

load for the US Airforce.22 This type of arrangement illustrates how govern-

is leading to innovative models for funding such projects. Today, very small

ment customers can gain affordable access to space with the help of a com-

satellites are used primarily for educational and technology demonstrations,

mercial satellite operator. The CHIRP team is a government-industry collabo-

however, defense and civil agencies are demonstrating new applications

ration led by the Air Force's Space and Missile System Center Development

such as remote sensing, communications and fractioned satellite architec-

Planning Directorate. NASA also has a program in which science instru-

tures to support future systems24 The US Army is in the process of develop-

ments piggyback on commercial GEO satellites. A $90 million NASA instru-

ing a family of satellites under 25kg (Kestral Eye imaging satellites and

ment mounted on a commercial communications satellite in geostationary

SNAP communication satellites). Changing technology impacts the way busi8

ness is done, impacts the cost of missions, the key players involved in addi-

private sector for a considerable period of time’.27. In developing countries,

tion to financing initiatives.

the high demand for infrastructure development coupled with pressure on
national budgets is making governments move toward encouraging the private sector to invest in infrastructure projects. The aim of PFI is to bring the

III. The PFI Experience in the UK

private sector’s finance, management skills and expertise into the provision
of public sector facilities and services28. Separation of responsibilities and

Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) or P3s are essentially partnerships be-

work teams involved in the P3 is a key aspects that make these types of part-

tween public sector organizations and private sector investors and busi-

nerships successful and efficient and essentially is a mechanism for mitigat-

nesses for the purpose of designing, building, planning, operating and financ-

ing risk.

ing projects normally provided through traditional procurement procedures
by the government. P3 is not just about the private sector financing capital
projects in return for an income stream, but also makes use of the private
sector skills and management expertise to deliver and operate public projects more efficiently over their lifetime25. As outlined in the Policy Framework for P3s in Ireland, the benefits of a P3 are that the public and private
sectors will have certain advantages relative to each other and these advantages can be exploited to achieve the most economically efficient agreement. In addition, the risks are identified at the outset and should be placed
with the party best able to manage them. As the private sector is paid according to their performance, the incentive to perform is heightened. In the UK,
since the initial launch of PFI in 1992, PFI has matured and the emphasis
has shifted. It is now clear that the impact on government borrowing is much
less significant than at forst supposed and P3/PFI are now being seen as essentially a new approach to risk allocation in public infrastructure projects26.

In PFI projects, the private sector develops, finances and maintains an asset
used in delivery of public services. This means that the government departments purchase services from the private sector rather than being the owner
and operator of the asset. As discussed in Bing et al. (2005), only 15% of
construction cost and 13.2% of the operation Net Present Value (NPV) cost
of the fifty-three PFI projects they surveyed were less than £10million. This
demonstrates some of the difficulties for smaller companies to engage in the
larger scale P3s. In addition, this type of contract can add significant complexity and requirements between the concerned parties, which the smaller
companies are often not capable of dealing with. In these types of projects,
design and construction become integrated up-front and the ongoing service
delivery, operation, maintenance costs become a single party’s responsibility
for the duration of the concession period. This makes the bidding costs in
these projects considerably higher.

It is estimated that the UK’s experience of P3/PFI includes over 700 con-

According to Iron and Davidian (2008), there are two examples in the space

tracts that altogether raised over $130Bn of private investment (Iron and

sector that stand out. Skynet is one and Galileo is the second. When we

Davidian, 2008).

compare the two, Galileo failed to obtain significant PFI due to political and

According to a report issued in 2009 by Professor Mustafa Alshawi, Private
Finance Initiative (PFI) is ‘a public service delivery type of P3 where the responsibility for providing public services is transferred from the public to the

institutional difficulties and because there was no guaranteed revenues29. In
a press release issued in 2007 by the BBC News, the UK transport minister
told the House of Commons that ‘Galileo is considered a key [European]
9

Community project, but we are clear that it cannot be carried out at any

2012, SpaceX’s Dragon capsule completed NASA’s first commercial resup-

price; it has to be affordable and has to be value for money.

ply mission to the ISS. Orbital, awarded the other contract for the ISS CRS,
will carry out the design, manufacturing and testing of the Antares launch ve-

It needs better governance and risk management, open competition

hicle; the development, production and integration of the Cygnus spacecraft

and a firm focus on the opportunities for getting the private sector to

and cargo modules. For NASA, the ISS CRS will provide a US-produced and

share the costs and risks.’30 This statement reinforces the role of P3 in

operated automated cargo delivery service in an innovative partnership re-

the space industry, and others in general, that clear and defined risks

flective of the changing dynamics of funding space initiatives. For space sci-

to the project must be addressed at an early stage in the project and

ence missions, the focus becomes a market risk issue with regards the fi-

the financing of these projects must be a viable one for industry as

nancing of the mission. According to NASA, a key feature of the COTS

well as government.

Space Act Agreement is that NASA will make fixed-price payments only
when performance based milestones are completed according to objective

In the US, financial constraints have forced the government agencies to outsource many aspects of its projects to private companies. NASA established
a two-phased approach to stimulate the commercial space transportation industry. The first stage is the development and demonstration phase, in which
NASA is investing finances within the private sector to develop and demonstrate cost-effective space transportation capabilities. The program is investing financial and technical resources to stimulate efforts within the private
sector to develop and demonstrate safe, reliable, and cost-effective space
transportation capabilities31. The COTS program was designed to facilitate
commercial companies in the development and demonstration of cargo vehicles and systems, driving the involvement and participation of the private sector. Phase 2 is the ISS Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) which is managed by the ISS Transportation Office.32 In 2008, two contracts were
awarded to SpaceX and Orbital. The program demonstrates a break from
the traditional contracting mechanisms at NASA, a shift from the traditional
NASA approach of creating government owned and operated systems and
working in a government/contractor relationship with industry. These shrinking budget constraints have opened the doors in driving innovation and creativity, allowing new player’s access to the space community. In October

success criteria. NASA’s investment will not result in the government assuming any equity in the participating companies and as a result will benefit from
lower costs to the ISS. If a similar rational were to be applied to the financing
of space science missions, the issue of market risk needs to assessed. The
reduced market risk associated with the COTS program can be related back
to the fact that the ISS needs cargo delivery, there is a real market and customer. With the retirement of the Shuttle, there was an opening for an opportunity to deviate from the usual business case and allow more commercial
involvement in, not only, accessing space, but also working with key government players. This partnership between government and industry, in some
cases, can reduce the barriers to entry into certain markets, for example the
System F6 program. In a Futron report issued in 2011, the Isle of Man’s competitive position was benchmarked against five peer jurisdictions (Bermuda,
Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Singapore and the United Kingdom). The report found
that the Isle of Man possesses a unique strategy and approach that has resulted in significant economic benefits to the people and business on the Island. One of the key findings highlighted that as part of the government structure and policy through innovative government industry relationships, such
as the unique use of a Public Private Partnership to process ITU orbital slot
10

filings (ManSat), the Isle of Man appears to be at the leading edge of a new

‘aggressively’ integrating commercially remote sensed imagery into its busi-

industry model in space finance and services. 33

ness plans, processes and architecture.

In a similar manner, funding of space science missions needs to be ad-

Enhanced View is a 10-year NGA contract, signed in 2010, with GeoEye and

dressed and the development of such relationships between industry

DigitalGlobe to purchase imagery on a service level agreement basis35 In

and government examined in order to provide an infrastructure for in-

June 2012, GeoEye received $111 million from the NGA in a cost-share pay-

novative models for funding.

ment for the construction of GeoEye-2. The development of this satellite is

Recently in Brazil, Embraer and Telebras signed a shareholder agreement

part of NGA’s EnhancedView program36. However, in that same month an

to form Visiona – in which Embraer will hold 51% of the share capital and Te-

article published in SatelliteToday expressed the concerns for GeoEye as a

lebras will hold the rest. Visiona will focus on the Brazilian Geosynchronous

result of NGA not renewing the EnhancedView contract it awarded them.

Satellite, which will serve the satellite communications needs of the Federal

GeoEye shares fell 22 percent as a result of the announcement37 and with

Government. Moreover, it will support the National Broadband Program as

the EnhancedView program accounting for 41 percent of GeoEye’s 2011 full-

well as strategic defense transmissions. With this type of arrangement, the

year revenue, the survival of GeoEye relies on extensions and renewals of

market risk is somewhat mitigated because the government has direct re-

contracts. However, the loss of EnhancedView is not only potentially fatal to

sponsibility and involvement. For example, in the case of P3 arrangement,

the fate of GeoEye, the loss of the contract would make GeoEye an ironic

there is a certain element of market risk associated with the contracts. Gov-

potential take-over target as the company offered to buy DigitalGlobe in May

ernment structures change, government plans and priorities change and

201238. This, again, highlights the problems associated with market risk in

most importantly government finance allocation changes. In forming a part-

space missions; with no long-term guarantee of sources of funding the con-

nership between government and industry to minimize the market risk associ-

sequences to the commercial sector can be significant. There needs to be

ated with space missions, huge barriers can be overcome. For the financing

real downside risk for contract cancellation for the government and incen-

of space science missions, the market risk associated with the mission

tives structured to mitigate the market risk associated with the missions. The

needs to be analyzed in order to overcome this problem. If the market issue

long term planning and contract type is essential in sustaining space science

can be addressed, confidence could be instilled in the private sector to pur-

missions and the possibility of including clear incentives and penalties in the

sue space missions.

agreements with regards the financing of the project should be addressed.
Without a real downside for a government in canceling a contract, it be-

The National Geospatial- Intelligence Agency (NGA) provides timely, rele-

comes much more difficult to mitigate this issue associated with the market

vant and accurate geospatial intelligence in support of national security.

risk and therefore much more difficult to finance space science missions.

ClearView and NextView are NGA’s primary image purchase vehicles and
provide for purchase of U.S high resolution imagery and limited ‘Value

As outlined in Iron and Davidian (2008) (Applying the UK’s P3 Lessons to

Added’ products/services.34 It is highlighted in this report that the NGA was

NASA’s Commercial Development Policy), the Exploration Commercial Development Policy (ECDP) encourages funding of commercial companies
11

with capability demonstrations of technologies (of a mid-level Technical

be coming to an end. With the advent of low-cost launch and space servic-

Readiness Level). With this approach, the commercial company has the ‘opportunity to license pre-existing technology to the government in exchange
for a royalty, or permit the fixed price acquisition of the eventual operational
capability by NASA’.

IV. Privatization of A Space Telescope
NASA recently signed a Space Act agreement which turns the nine-year-old,
$150-million Galaxy Evolution Explorer (Galex) ultraviolet space telescope
over to the California Institute of Technology. Caltech will take the responsibility to raise money from sources to put the telescope back into operation.
The Keck Institute of Space Studies, a consortium of Israeli universities led
by the Weizmann Institute of Science near Tel Aviv, Cornell University, and
an international consortium with the awkward name of GAMA/Herschel-

ing, it might be possible to keep space observatories like Hubble operational

Atlas/DINGO have committed resources. Caltech will continue to pursue ad-

indefinitely. The question is, will the low-cost revolution come soon enough,

ditional funding from private donors, foundations, as well as from corporate

or will Hubble be deorbited before it arrives, much as Skylab came down

sponsors.

while waiting for the Shuttle to become operational?”39

“If this Space Act is successful, it might provide a model for other space tele-

NASA uses Space Act Agreements as the primary vehicle for partnering with

scopes such as Hubble, which NASA plans to decommission in a few years.

the external community. Space Act Agreements enable us to enter into part-

NASA plans to replace Hubble with the James Webb Space Telescope, but

nerships with organizations that give us access to a wider range of technolo-

Webb is designed primarily for observations in the infrared, rather than visi-

gies and capabilities that are not part of NASA's core competency.40

ble wavelengths. There is likely to be some unhappiness when the public re-

V. Innovative Partnerships & Commercial Infusion

alizes that the visible-light images, which have made Hubble so popular, will
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NASA’s Innovative Partnerships Program (IPP) provides needed technology and

sustained human presence in space. In some ways, the technology is

capabilities for NASA’s Mission Directorates, Programs, and Projects through in-

like a cosmic hitchhiker—all it needs is a ride. Given today’s budget

vestments and partnerships with Industry, Academia, Government.

constraints and the high price of access to space, researchers are look-

Agencies, and National Laboratories. As one of NASA’s Mission Support Offices,
IPP supports all four Mission Directorates and has Program Offices at each of the
NASA Centers. In addition to leveraged technology investments, dual-use

ing more and more to the ride-along concept— with someone else providing the vehicle and fuel, with the payload going to wherever the
driver is already heading. But where are these rides?”

technology-related partnerships, and technology solutions for NASA, IPP enables
cost avoidance, and accelerates technology maturation.
IPP consists of the following program elements, as summa- rized in Figure 1: Technology Infusion which includes the Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)/
Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Programs and the IPP Seed Fund;
Innovation Incubator which includes Centennial Challenges and new efforts such

“The Google Lunar X Prize (GLXP) is igniting a new era of lunar exploration
by offering the largest international incentive prize of all time. These teams
must be at least 90% privately funded, although sales to government customers are allowed without limit, and thus GLXP teams could offer excellent platforms for NASA science and technology payloads.”

as facilitating the purchase of services from the emerging commercial space sector; and Partnership Development which includes Intellectual Property Manage-

“A growing number of commercial, government, military, and civilian space

ment and Technology Transfer, and new innovative partnerships. 41

launches now carry small “secondary” science payloads at far lower cost

VI. Other Funding Initiatives

than dedicated missions; the number of opportunities is particularly large for
so-called cube-sat and multicube satellites in the 1 – 10 kg range. Small pay-

“A wide range of science can be accomplished by leveraging current small

load instruments may also fit into unused mass margins of larger lunar or

satellite technology. For example, by maintaining organisms in a dry state for

planetary lander, orbiter, or even impactor missions. The tools of bio- and

months and then rehydrating them on command, the effects of significant ex-

micro-technology combined with automation and integration enable a range

posure to space radiation can be assessed. These experiments could also

of experiments in small space platforms.”

resolve fundamental biological phenomena related to human health & safety,
measure dust toxicity and the effects of long-term exposure on the lunar sur-

“Dr. Antonio Ricco of NASA Ames Research Center recently gave an over-

face, and help determine effectiveness of radiation shielding. Small satellite

view of technologies for low-cost autonomous small satellites & payload in-

payloads such as GeneSat and PharmaSat could gather critical information

struments as part of the Lunar Commerce Virtual Seminar Series. You can

to provide in-situ validation of long-term radiation effects in support of ex-

watch a recording of this seminar here.”

tended missions to the Moon, Mars or asteroids.”
“During even the most fiscally challenging times, NASA is still making
“Tomorrow’s explorers are eager to launch their payloads and scien-

big strides towards discovery with its small instruments and payloads.

tific experiments to shed light on the most pressing questions for a

Leveraging commercial space may allow the Agency to advance sci13

ence and technology while, at the same time, furthering its broader

tourism/adventure43. There were numerous airship and aeronautical prizes

goals for future human exploration.”42

offered in the early 20th century including the Deutsch Prize, the Daily Mail
English Channel Crossing Prize and Orteig Prize. With the evolution of

Access to finance is important for most companies in achieving their busi-

space exploration, in more recent years the popularity of prize competition

ness objective; particularly for start-ups and businesses that seek to grow.

has increased and some landmark events, including the Ansari X Prize, have

The commercial space industry has evolved as part of the global space activ-

highlighted the success of utilizing this prize based initiative. The most

ity and is driving innovations and creation of new technologies and space

successful competitions produce excitement among the public, media and

based applications. In order to access this commercial space, it is essential

educators and this in turn encourages young people to pursue careers in

that companies generate the necessary funding to realise their potential.

that area. Government research grants typically require that the funding
agency determines who will receive the funds to achieve a certain goal and

KickStarter is a funding platform that was launched in 2009. It provides the

determine the different approaches for achieving that goal. In contrast, public

necessary infrastructure that ‘creative projects’ utilise in an effort to generate

inducement prizes allow the government to establish a goal without being

funding for the project. Since its launch, it has provided an infrastructure that

prescriptive as to how the goal should be met or who is in the best position

has enabled funding for more than 30,000 projects with over $350 pledged

to achieve that goal 44. This was vividly illustrated by the outcome of the

by more than 2.5 million people (www.kickstarter.com). For example, ‘Kick-

Orteig Prize in the early 20th century. Taking the ten million dollar Ansari X

Sat’, a personalised miniature satellite project, raised almost 250% of the

Prize which was financed by a one million dollar insurance policy as an

funding needed through the use of KickStarter. Another example of a space

example, the X Prize Foundation reported that the prize stimulated at least

based project called SkyCube was successfully funded this September.

one hundred million dollars in private sector investment. Kalil (2006)

SkyCube is a nano-satellite that allows bidders to take Earth images and

highlights that with the passage of NASA’s 2005 authorisation legislation,

‘tweet’ from space. Through the use of such a platform like KickStarter, not

NASA can sponsor a prize of any dollar amount and can also accept

only are necessary funds generated but in addition the project generates sup-

matching funds from the private sector.

port from many different people and the profile of the project is raised. ‘Backing a project is more than just giving someone money, its supporting their

As noted in Kalil (2006) prizes can also address some of the problems that

dream to create something that they want to see exist in the world’

are associated with government support for applied R&D – “researchers

(www.kickstarter.com).

funded on the basis of an outsider’s assessment of potential rather than
actual product delivery have incentives to exaggerate the prospects that
their approach will succeed, and once they are funded, may even have

Prize competitions have been used throughout history to accelerate the

incentives to divert resources away from the search for the desired product.”

development of a many different technologies. Prizes dating back to the 18th
century have stimulated technological advances and enhanced various

The X-Prize Foundation, Revolution through Competition, provides a large

sectors in society including industry, military, public health and safety and

scale monetary award for the achievement of a specific goal set out by the
14

foundation. This method aims to incite innovation by tapping into the

Traditional financing of space models and projects are under attack. We live

competitive and entrepreneurial characteristics rather than directly funding

in unparalleled economic and political times at this point of the Space Age.

research. The foundation looks to accelerate the real world impact of

“The real risk is all "customer/market" related, which drives up the cost of

science, technology and information and focuses on competitions to

capital and lowers access to capital at the same time. The government is an

stimulate innovative breakthroughs to positively impact humanity45.

awful customer. It changes its mind. You can get paid this year, but next

The use of prizes in advancing space science missions should not be
neglected as a viable source of funding as this method has proved to
be both popular and successful when applied to a number of different
industries. Not only can this method attract teams with fresh ideas, it

year they will not put funding in the budget. Even if you have a deal with the
current government, and that government leadership is truly committed to
the deal, governments change. The next government can decide to not
keep the contract commitment made by the previous government”48

mitigates the situation where the government provides a grant or

On the other hand, “anything is financible if a credible revenue stream,

contract and pays even if the recipient is unsuccessful.

market validated income stream, contractual payments, or
governmental commitment/guarantee is available.”49

VII. Opensource Space
As highlighted in a recent report , some agency programs are falling victim to
the sweeping cuts as NASA struggles to balance budgets46. A new start-up
company called Uwingu was founded by a team of noted astronomers,
educators, scientists and other industry officials with the hope of privately
raising millions of dollars to fund scientific research and space exploration
projects. The company launched a crowdsourcing campaign to raise a
minimum of $75,000 to officially launch the company and funs its operation.
Crowdsourcing is when a person or company puts out a call to the world for
ideas relating to a particular job that person or company wants

done47

.

However, there is a new method emerging: ‘selective crowdsourcing’ or
‘smartsourcing’ to foster collaboration between experts and identify a
particular community of skilled persons who may not otherwise communicate
with each other. Take for example ResearchGate, which provides a platform
for scientists and researchers to network and connect with a global scientific
community.
VIII. Conclusion

We have tried to illustrate in this article that there is an emerging framework
for innovative financing future commercial space and scientific missions.
There are still further areas of further research required to determine how
best to optimize P3s for space science missions. One promising areas to
examine are include the recent lessons learned in more mature industries,
such as utility scale energy. What are the key lessons, and how can these
lessons benefit private partnerships in the area of space science. Another
area of further analysis, would be examining how legal and regulatory
barriers to P3 can be minimized through the legislative process, to facilitate
multiyear purchase agreements from private parties. Innovative finance
cannot remedy inadequate strategy, poor policy, ill conceived efforts to
create artificial industrial base or other sub-optimal political outcomes.
Innovative finance tools improperly conceived and utilized on low impact
projects should not necessarily reflect the tools themselves.
For many the traditional problems and challenges here on Earth, may
demotivate many to pursue space activities.
15

But innovative structures may allow humanity to pursue critical space
activities for the benefit of all mankind, in a more financially efficient and

About International Institute of Space Commerce IISC
The International Institute of Space Commerce, or simply ‘the Institute’, has
been established on the Isle of Man through a partnership between the
International Space University (ISU) and the Manx Government.
The Institute’s mission is to become the leading think-tank in the study of the
economics of space. It is intended to be the intellectual home for the Industry
and Space Academia around the world for which it shall perform studies,
evaluations and provide services to all interested parties with the ultimate
aim to promote and enhance world’s space commerce to the general public.
The vision is for the Institute to act as a resource for all, being an
international and non partisan 'Think Tank' drawing upon new ideas and
solutions to existing and future problems the space industry faces by
drawing together experts from academia, government, the media, business,
international and non-governmental organizations, most notably those from
the ISU and its extended network of people and resources.

results oriented fashion. Rather then saying farewell to the “golden era” of
the Space Age, we must encourage creativity, flexibility and new approaches
to financial models. Adapt or perish!

The aim of the Institute is to broaden the professional perspective and
personal understanding of all those involved in the study, formulation,
execution, and criticism of Space Commerce.
The Institute is a Not for Profit Foundation and has been located at the
International Business School (IBS) on the Isle of Man to capitalize on the
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